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Abstract. Video streaming has become an indispensable technology in
people’s lives, while its usage keeps constantly increasing. The variabil-
ity, instability and unpredictability of network conditions pose one of the
biggest challenges to video streaming. In this chapter, we analyze HTTP
Adaptive Streaming, a technology that relieves these issues by adapting
the video reproduction to the current network conditions. Particularly,
we study how context awareness can be combined with the adaptive
streaming logic to design a proactive client-based video streaming strat-
egy. Our results show that such a context-aware strategy manages to
successfully mitigate stallings in light of network connectivity problems,
such as an outage. Moreover, we analyze the performance of this strategy
by comparing it to the optimal case, as well as by considering situations
where the awareness of the context lacks reliability.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The rising number of smart phone subscriptions, which are expected to reach
9.2 billion by 2020, combined with the explosive demand for mobile video, which
is expected to grow around 13 times by 2019, accounting for 50% of all global
mobile data traffic, will result in a ten-fold increase of mobile data traffic by
2020 [1]. This explosive demand for mobile video is fueled by the ever-increasing
number of video-capable devices and the integration of multimedia content in
popular mobile applications, e.g. Facebook and Instagram. Furthermore, the use
of video-capable devices, which range from devices with high resolution screens
to interactive head mounted displays, requires a further increase of the band-
width, so that on-demand video playback can be supported and differentiated
expectations raised by the end video consumers can be satisfied.
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Following this trend for video streaming, mobile network operators, and ser-
vice providers focus on the Quality of Experience (QoE) of their customers, con-
trolling network or application-level parameters, respectively. In parallel, from
the user’s side, a better QoE enhancement can be achieved if both network-
and application-level information are utilized (cross-layer approaches). On top
of that, greatest gains can be possible if also “context information” is used by any
of these parties, complementary to the usually available Key Performance and
Key Quality Indicators (KPIs and KQIs), to which the service/network providers
already have access. As a general conclusion, (ideally) cross-party, cross-layer,
and multi-context information is required towards devising mechanisms that will
have the greatest impact on the overall user QoE.

In parallel, since most of the consumed video of a mobile data network is
delivered through server-controlled traditional HTTP video streaming, the abil-
ity of such monolithic HTTP video streaming to support a fully personalized
video playback experience at the end-user is questioned. To this end, this tradi-
tional technique is gradually being replaced by client-controlled video streaming
exploiting HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS). HAS can split a video file into
short segments of a few seconds each, with different quality levels and multiple
encoding rates, allowing a better handling of the video streaming process, e.g.
by adapting the quality level of future video segments. HAS is a key enabler
towards a fully personalized video playback experience to the user, as it enables
the terminal to adapt the video quality based on the end device capabilities, the
expected video quality level, the current network status, the content server load,
and the device remaining battery, among others.

In this chapter, our objective is to investigate how context awareness in
mobile networks can help not only understand but also enhance the user expe-
rienced quality during HAS sessions. We study a scenario where users travelling
with a vehicle experience bad or no service at all (i.e. a service outage). In this
or similar type of scenarios, the opportunity emerges to propose novel, preemp-
tive strategies to overcome such imminent problems, for instance by proposing
proactive adaptive streaming or buffering techniques for video streaming ser-
vices. This scenario has been modelled, optimized and investigated by means
of simulation. Before presenting the problem under study, we first identify the
need and the changes needed to move from a QoE-oriented to a context-aware
network/application management.

1.2 From QoE-Awareness to Context-Awareness

QoE is defined as “the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an appli-
cation or service” [2], and as such, it is an inherently subjective indication of
quality. Consequently, a significant amount of research efforts has been devoted
to the measurement of this subjective QoE. The goal of these efforts is to find
objective models that can reliably estimate the quality perceived/experienced by
the end-user. To this end, subjective experiments that involve human assessors
are carefully designed, with the purpose of mapping the various quality influence
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factors to QoE values. In [2], these influence factors are defined as “any charac-
teristic of a user, system, service, application, or context whose actual state or
setting may have influence on the Quality of Experience for the user”, and they
are basically classified into three distinct groups, namely, Human, System, and
Context factors. Human influence factors include any psychophysical, cognitive,
psychological or demographic factors of the person receiving a service, while
system influence factors concern technical parameters related to the network,
application and device characteristics and parameters. Finally, context relates
to any spatio-temporal, social, economic and task-related factors.

The awareness of QoE in a network is a valuable knowledge not only per
se (namely for network monitoring and benchmarking purposes) but also as a
useful input for managing a network in an effective and efficient way. The “QoE-
centric management” of a network can be performed as a closed loop procedure,
which consists of three distinguishable steps:

QoE Modelling: For the purposes of QoE modelling, key influence factors that
have an impact on the network’s quality need to be mapped to QoE values. To
this direction, QoE models have to be used that try to accurately reflect/predict
a subjective QoE estimation.

QoE Monitoring: This step provides answers on how, where and when QoE-
related input can be collected. It includes the description of realistic architectures
in terms of building blocks, mechanisms, protocols and end-to-end signalling in
the network. Also, this procedure relates to the way in which feedback concerning
QoE measurements can be provided from end-user devices and any network
nodes to the responsible QoE-decision making entities in the network.

QoE Management and Control: This step includes all the possible QoE-
driven mechanisms that can help the network operate in a more efficient and
qualitative way. These mechanisms may include for instance power control,
mobility management, resource management and scheduling, routing, network
configuration, etc. All these procedures can be managed based on QoE instead
of traditional Quality of Service (QoS) criteria and their impact can be assessed
based on the QoE they achieve. Multiple variants of the three previous steps or
building blocks can be found in the literature, such as [3,4].

“Context” may refer to “any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity” [5]. In this way, context awareness can facilitate a tran-
sition from packet-level decisions to “scenario-level” decisions: Indeed, deciding
on a per-scenario rather than on a per-packet level may ensure not only a higher
user QoE but also the avoidance of over-provisioning in the network. This huge
potential has been recently identified in academia and as a result, research works
on context awareness and context-aware network control mechanisms are con-
stantly emerging in the literature. In [6], a context aware handover management
scheme for proper load distribution in an IEEE 802.11 network is proposed. In
[7], the impact of social context on compressed video QoE is investigated, while
in [8] a novel decision-theoretic approach for QoE modelling, measurement, and
prediction is presented, to name a few characteristic examples.
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If we now revisit the three-step QoE control loop described earlier by also
considering context awareness, then this is enriched as follows:

Context Modelling: Based on the earlier discussion about the QoE modelling
procedure, we may observe that the System as well as the Human influence
factors are directly or indirectly taken into account in the subjective experiments’
methodologies, e.g. [9]. Consequently, the impact of technical- and human-level
characteristics is tightly integrated into the derived QoE models. Nevertheless,
the Context influence factors are mostly missing in these methodologies, or are
not clearly captured. This happens due to the fact that the QoE evaluations are
usually performed in controlled environments, not allowing for diversity in the
context of use. Besides, context factors are challenging to control, especially in a
lab setting, and new subjective experiment types would have to be designed. As
a consequence, the mapping of context influence factors to QoE is absent from
most QoE models that appear both in the literature and in standardization
bodies. Therefore, novel context-aware QoE models need to be devised that are
able to accurately measure and predict QoE under a specific context of use, as
these context factors are (often) neglected. These context factors could either
be integrated inside a QoE model directly, or, be used as a tuning factor of an
otherwise stand-alone QoE model.

Context Monitoring: On top of QoE monitoring, context monitoring proce-
dures could (and should) be implemented in the network. These procedures will
require different input information from the ones used by traditional QoS/QoE
monitoring techniques. The acquired context information may be used for
enhancing the QoE of the users or for the prediction of imminent problems, such
as bottlenecks, and may range from spatio-temporal to social, economic and
task-related factors. Some of the possible context information that may be mon-
itored in a network is the following (to give a few examples): the current infras-
tructure, which is more or less static (access points, base stations, neighbouring
cells, etc.), the specific user’s surrounding environment (location awareness, out-
doors/indoors environment, terrain characteristics, presence of blind spots such
as areas of low coverage or limited capacity, proximity to other devices, etc.),
the time of day, the current and predicted/expected future network load, the
current mobility level or even the predicted mobility pattern of users in a cell
(e.g. a repeated pattern), the device capabilities or state (e.g. processing power,
battery level, storage level, etc.), the user task (e.g. urgent or leisure activity),
as well as application awareness (e.g. foreground or background processes), and
social awareness of the end-users, among others. Moreover, charging and pricing
can also be included in the general context profile of a communication scenario.
It needs to be noted here that context awareness does not necessarily rely on
predicting the future (e.g. future traffic demand) but also on solid knowledge
that is or can be available (e.g. time of day, outage location, etc.).

Context-Aware Management and Control: Three possibilities emerge in a
context-aware network. First, the network can take more sophisticated control
decisions that are also influenced by context-awareness, such as for instance,
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a decision to relax the handover requirements for a user in a fast-moving vehi-
cle or a decision to connect a device with low battery to a WiFi access point.
Second, the network can actualize control decisions exploiting the current con-
text. For instance, it can exploit information about flash crowd formation to
drive an effective Content Distribution Network (CDN) load balancing strategy
[10] or, more generally, to take control decisions proactively based on context
information about the near future. Finally, context-awareness can help to take
decisions with the objective to increase the network efficiency as measured in
spectrum, energy, processing resources, etc., and consequently to reduce opera-
tional expenses. For instance, context information could allow for a more mean-
ingful distribution of the network resources among competing flows that refer to
different communication scenarios.

This book chapter handles a characteristic use case of context-aware man-
agement, to showcase its potential. More specifically, we study a scenario where
“context awareness” refers to awareness of the location and duration of a forth-
coming outage, namely of a restricted area of very low or zero bandwidth (e.g.
limited coverage due to physical obstacles or limited capacity due to high net-
work congestion). Based on this knowledge, we devise a proactive HAS strategy
that will enhance the viewing experience of a user travelling inside a vehicle
towards this area.

Related work involves HAS strategies that use geo-location information
([11,12]), and evoke users to send measurements regarding their data rate, so
that an overall map of bandwidth availability can be created for a certain area.
Other HAS techniques rely on prediction, rather than context-awareness. For
instance, [13] describes a HAS method where higher quality segment requests
are a posteriori replaced with lower ones, as soon as a zero-bandwidth spatio-
temporal event is identified. Moreover, similarly to our approach, [14] proposes
an anticipatory HAS strategy, which requires prediction of the channel state
in terms of Received Signal Strength (RSS) and proactively adjusts the user’s
buffer. An optimization problem is formulated that minimizes the required num-
ber of spectrum resources, while it ensures the user buffer is better prepared for
an imminent coverage loss. The authors even conducted a demo of this approach
in [15] that serves as a proof of concept. Our difference with this approach, is
that we rely on longer-term context-awareness rather than imminent channel
prediction, and that instead of manipulating the user buffer size, we proactively
adapt the video quality selection. Finally, [16] combines RSS information with
localization sensors from the smart phones that reveal the user’s coverage state
and help achieve a smoother and stabler HAS policy, called Indoors-Outdoors
aware Buffer Based Adaptation (IOBBA).

2 System Analysis

2.1 System Model

The environment under study is a mobile cellular network. We consider a cell,
where one base station is offering connectivity to multiple users, residing inside
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the cell. Here we focus on TCP-based video streaming service users (e.g. YouTube
videos) and therefore, we focus only on the Downlink (DL).

Due to the challenges introduced by the access part of the network, namely
due to pathloss, shadowing, fading and penetration losses, as well as due to
the mobility of the users within this cell, the channel strength and quality may
fluctuate significantly from user to user, from location to location, and from time
to time. The existence of an outage inside a cell poses a high risk for the viewing
experience of mobile video streaming users, since it might lead to a stalling event.

In the context of this scenario and with the assistance of Fig. 1, we can
mathematically represent the system model and problem statement. Assume
that a video streaming user is inside a vehicle (such as a bus or train), which is
travelling with a particular direction and with a specific speed. We assume, that
the positioning and the length of an upcoming outage are known in advance (due
to context awareness). As a result, the remaining distance between the vehicle
and the outage’s starting point is also available at the client side. This distance
corresponds to a travelling time of tdist, namely the time required until the user
enters the outage region. Let b be the current buffer status of this user’s HAS
application; Then, during tdist, this buffer level will be boosted by b+ but also
reduced by b−. Similarly, throughout the outage duration, the buffer will be
boosted by boutage+ but also reduced by boutage−. When the user enters (exits)
the outage region, the application’s buffer level will be boutage−in (boutage−out),
respectively, and it will hold that:

boutage−in = b + b+ − b− (1)

boutage−out = boutage−in − boutage− (2)

because boutage+ is assumed equal to zero, namely there is negligible or no con-
nection to the base station inside the outage region. Then, we can express the
objective of the proposed HAS strategy as the following:

boutage−out ≥ bthres (3)

which means that when the vehicle is exiting the outage region, the buffer status
of the HAS application should be at least equal to the minimum buffer threshold,
bthres, which ensures that the video playout continues uninterrupted. Note that,
a stalling always occurs when b < bthresh. The last condition can be re-written as:

b+ ≥ bthres + b− + boutage− − b (4)

This condition answers the question about how much should the buffer of the
HAS application be pro-actively filled during tdist (namely from the time of
reference up to the outage starting point), so that no stallings will occur. This
should be achieved despite the imminent connection disruption. Note that all
the parameters on the right hand side are known to the client or can be easily
estimated (bthres is fixed, b is directly known to the client application, while b−,
boutage− can be estimated). It needs to be stressed out that all previous buffer-
related variables may be expressed either in seconds, i.e. buffer playtime, or in
bytes, i.e. buffer size.
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Based on the previous system model we can estimate the b+, namely the
required buffer boost (in bytes or in seconds) to avoid any stalling during the
outage duration. This measurement can be then further translated to a required
“advance time”, tadv, until which the travelling user needs to be notified about
the existence of the outage (namely, its starting position and duration), in order
to run the proactive HAS strategy proposed here. We assume that the users
switch from a standard HAS strategy to the adapted one exactly at tadv. We
can express b+ as a function of tadv as follows:

b+ = r ∗ tadv (5)

where r (bytes per second) is the estimated data rate by the client’s application.
Namely, r is the user’s prediction of the available network bandwidth, as esti-
mated by the HAS strategy. Therefore, the minimum required advance time in
order to avoid any stalling would be:

tadv ≥ bthres + b− + boutage− − b

r
(6)

To avoid a stalling, tadv should be less than the remaining tdist, namely the user
should be notified early enough to react.

Fig. 1. Problem description using buffer status information.

2.2 Optimization Problem

The goal of this section is to formulate a problem that achieves optimal segment
selection with respect to three different optimization objectives, described next.
The optimization problem is formulated using the following notation1:
1 [17] is used as a reference.
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– τ is the length of each segment in seconds.
– T0 is the initial delay of the video.
– Di is the deadline of each segment i, meaning that this segment needs to be

completely downloaded up to this point.

Then:
Di = T0 + iτ, ∀i = 1, ..., n. (7)

Also:

– n is the total number of segments that comprise the video.
– rmax is the maximum number of available layers/representations.
– xij represents segment i of layer j.
– wij is the weighting factor for the QoE of segment i of layer j. Here, we use

the quality layer value as weighting factor = {1,2,3}.
– Sij is the size of segment i of layer j (e.g. in bytes).
– b(t) is the total data downloaded until the point in time t. We assume perfect

knowledge of b(t).
– α is the weight for the impact of the quality layer and β for the impact of the

switches (α + β = 1, α > 0, β > 0).

QoE studies on HAS (e.g. [18,19]) have revealed that major quality influence
factors are in order of significance: a) the layers selected and especially the time
spent on highest layer and b) the altitude, i.e. the difference between subsequent
quality levels (the smaller the better). Other factors with less significance are: the
number of quality switches, the recency time and the last quality level. Taking
these findings into account, we focus on three different types of optimization
objectives, which aim to maximize the positive impact of higher level selection,
deducing the negative impact of quality switches and altitude. Three different
versions of optimization objectives are thus formulated, as follows:

– Optimal strategy “W” accounts only for the impact of the quality layers,
trying to maximize their value, so that the highest layer will be favored over
the intermediate layer, which will be preferred over the lowest layer.

– Optimal strategy “W+S” additionally accounts for the number of switches,
trying to minimize their occurrence.

– Optimal strategy “W+S+A” additionally accounts for the altitude effect,
trying to minimize the distance between subsequent layers, thus preferring
direct switches e.g. from layer 1 to layer 2 rather than from layer 1 to layer 3.

This leads us to the three different formulations of the optimization problem for
one user:

– W: Maximize the quality layer values:

maximize
n∑

i=1

rmax∑

j=1

αwijxij (8)
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– W+S: Maximize the quality layer values minus the number of switches:

maximize
n∑

i=1

rmax∑

j=1

αwijxij − 1
2

n−1∑

i=1

rmax∑

j=1

β(xij − xi+1,j)2 (9)

– W+S+A: Maximize the quality layer values minus the number of switches
and the altitude difference:

maximize
n∑

i=1

rmax∑

j=1

αwijxij − 1

2
β

n−1∑

i=1

rmax∑

j=1

[
(xij − xi+1,j)

2 +
(xij − xi+1,p)

2

|p − j|
]

(10)

where
p = {1..rmax} − {j}

Despite its complication, the terms in the last parenthesis of Eq. (10) represent
the preference over switches between “neighbor” layers (i.e. after a layer 1 selec-
tion, layer p = 2 switches will be preferred/after a layer 2 selection, either layer
p = 1 or p = 3 switches will be preferred/while after a layer 3 selection, layer
p = 2 switches will be preferred).

All above optimization objectives are subject to the following constraints:

xij ∈ {0, 1} (11)

rmax∑

j=1

xij = 1, ∀i = 1, ..., n (12)

k∑

i=1

rmax∑

j=1

Sijxij ≤ b(Dk), ∀k = 1, ..., n (13)

The three constraints in this problem are interpreted as follows: xij is a
binary value (Eq. (11)) meaning that a segment is either downloaded or not, each
segment has to be downloaded in exactly one layer (Eq. (12)), and all segments
need to have been downloaded before their deadline, so that no stalling occurs
(Eq. (13)).

2.3 HAS-Based Strategy

The proposed strategy needs to avoid stallings during the outage, something
which is extremely high likely to occur due to the very low network coverage.
The main idea to ensure that is to pro-actively lower the requested quality level of
the next segments a priori, i.e. before entering the outage area. As a consequence,
the buffer at the user side when entering the outage region will be fuller than it
would have been without such a scheme (see Fig. 2)2.

As a result of this strategy, the user viewing experience will be less affected,
not only because the video will continue to play without a stalling for a longer
2 This figure is adapted from [20].
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Fig. 2. Adaptive video streaming scenario with and without context awareness.

period of time, or hopefully will never stall depending on the outage duration,
but also because the quality level will be gradually decreased and thus the user
will be better acquainted with lower quality levels. Such progressive quality
degradations would be preferred in comparison to sudden and unexpected qual-
ity degradations, especially if the quality level is already very high (cf. the IQX
hypothesis [21]). Consequently, the objective of the proposed strategy is to com-
pute the optimal context-based quality level selection to ensure the best QoE
while avoiding any stallings.

The HAS strategy is based on the estimation of the required buffer boost b+
as this was described in Sect. 2.1. As for the estimation of the expected downlink
rate (network bandwidth prediction), this is assumed equal to the segment rate.
The segment rate estimation (in bytes per second) is done over a sliding
window of the past k downloaded segments as follows:

r = (1 − w) ∗ Size of last (k − 1) segments

T ime to download (k − 1) segments
+ w ∗ Size of segment k

T ime to download segment k
(14)

where w is the weight (importance) given to the latest downloaded segment.
Based on this rate estimation, the expected bytes that can be downloaded until
the user enters the outage region is:

b+expected = r ∗ tadv, (in bytes) (15)
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while the minimum required buffer playtime to exit the outage region and avoid
a stalling is:

b+ = bthres + b− + boutage− − b, (in seconds) (16)

Therefore, the required bytes per segment are:

required video rate =
b+expected

b+
, (in bytes per second) (17)

Note that the higher the outage duration, the larger the b+ and thus the lower
the required video rate (lower layer selection). Based on the required video rate
estimation, the HAS strategy will request the highest possible representation j
that fulfills this condition:

Sij

τ
≤ required video rate (18)

Namely, the layer j that will be requested will be the highest one that yields a
video bit rate less or equal to this estimation. The “required video rate” esti-
mation may be updated each time in order to account for the most recently
achieved data rate r. Alternatively, an average value may be calculated in the
beginning (on tadv) and assumed valid until entering the outage region. In the
case that the actual available data rate for this user is less than his subjective
rate estimation, r, there is, however, a higher risk of stalling. We assume that
the player requests the lowest layer when initialized.

2.4 QoE Models

The QoE models that are used in this work are the following:

– A QoE model for HAS, where no stallings are assumed. This model can be
found in [17] and it can be described by the following formula:

QoE = 0.003 ∗ e0.064∗t + 2.498 (19)

where t is the percentage of the time that the video was being played out at
the highest layer (here layer 3).

– A QoE model for TCP-based video streaming, if stallings occur. This model
can be found in [22] and it is described as follows:

QoE = 3.5 ∗ exp(−(0.15 ∗ L + 0.19) ∗ N) + 1.5 (20)

where N is number of stalling events and L is the stalling length.

For the purposes of this scenario we combine the two aforementioned models, so
that in case that no stalling has occurred, the former QoE model is used, while
during and after a stalling event, we use the latter.
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2.5 Realization in the Network

In this section, we provide some insights regarding the realization of the proposed
scheme in a real network. Specifically, the information required so that this
framework can work already is or can become easily available, namely:

– The existence and duration of an imminent outage. We assume that “Big
Data” collection by the mobile operators regarding the connectivity of their
subscribers can ensure the availability of this information.

– The user’s moving direction and speed. This can be obtained via GPS infor-
mation (current location, speed and direction combined with a map).

– The minimum advance time tadv or minimum advance distance xadv at which
the user has to initiate the proactive HAS strategy. There are two options
here: either the user knows about the outage a priori and therefore switches
to the enhanced HAS mode on tadv without any network assistance, or the
user becomes aware of the outage existence, starting point and length on tadv
by the network and then switches to the enhanced HAS mode. In the first
case, the user runs an internal algorithm to estimate the tadv.

– Standard information required for the operation of HAS, namely video seg-
ment availability, network bandwidth estimation, and current buffer state.

As far as the need for “Big Data” mentioned before is concerned, this may
take two forms: Either they could be data collected at the device itself because
the user has the same travel profile every day and, therefore, learns about any
coverage problems on his way, or, the data are collected at a central network
point (e.g. at a base station or a server) through measurements collected by any
devices passing from there. Actually, in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks,
such measurements are already available via “Channel Quality indicators - CQI”.
CQIs report to the LTE base station (eNB - evolved NodeB) about the quality
of the received signals (SINR - Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio) using
values between 1 (worst) and 15 (best). Currently, CQIs are used only for real-
time decisions such as scheduling; however, we may envision that CQIs may
be collected by an eNB on a longer-term time scale (days or weeks), and be
used in order to create a “coverage profile” of the cell. Following such past
information, proactive measures could be taken at a cell for users travelling
towards problematic areas (e.g. a physical tunnel ahead).

3 Evaluation Results

For the purposes of evaluation we use Matlab simulation. The client’s buffer
is simulated as a queuing model, where the “DOWNLOADED” segments are
arrivals and the “PLAYED” segments are departures. To simulate the network
traffic, we use real traces recorded from a network [23]. Moreover, to simulate
congestion we use the parameter “bandwidth factor3”, which is a metric of the
network congestion/traffic and takes values between 0 and 1 (the higher this
factor the lower the congestion).
3 The bandwidth factor concept is extracted from [17].
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The parameters used in our simulation are presented at Table 1:

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Segment duration 2 s

Number of video segments 350

Number of different representations
(layers) per segment

3

Buffer playout threshold (initial delay) 10 segments

Outage starting point 200 s after simulation start

Outage duration [0..400] s

HAS policy sliding window 50 segments

Bandwidth factor 0.8 (unless variable)

Replications 30, with different network traces each

3.1 Proof of Concept

The first evaluation study mainly serves as a proof of concept of the enhanced
HAS logic. The goal is to demonstrate how a context-aware HAS policy can
help overcome an otherwise inevitable buffer depletion and thus, an imminent
stalling event. To demonstrate that, we plot four different metrics: (a) the client
buffer size in bytes, (b) the client buffer size in seconds (i.e. buffer playtime),
(c) the HAS layers selected for each played out segment, and finally (d) the QoE
evolution in time for the travelling user. For the latter, we make the assumption
that the QoE models presented in Sect. 2.4 hold also in a real-time scale, and
that the QoE model for HAS holds for the tested scenario where three different
layers are available per segment. Real-time estimation of the QoE for a partic-
ular user means that QoE is estimated at every time instant t using as input
accumulated information about the percentage of time that this user has already
spent watching the video at layer 3 up to instant t, as long as no stalling has
occurred yet, or information about the number N and duration L of stalling
events since t = 0 up to instant t, as long as at least one stalling has occurred.

As shown in Fig. 3, three different cases are considered, namely (a) the con-
ventional case, where no context awareness about the outage event is available,
and consequently, the standard HAS strategy is implemented, (b) the case where
context awareness about the starting point and duration of the outage event is
available, which leads to the selection of the adapted, proactive HAS strategy,
and finally (c) the optimal case (W) described in Sect. 2.2. Examining Figs. 3a
and b we can see that a stalling of around 80 s is completely avoided when context
awareness is deployed, or when optimal knowledge is assumed. The explanation
behind the prevention of the stalling lies in Fig. 3c. In the “without context”
case higher HAS layers are selected as compared to the “with context” case
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(a) Buffer size evolution over time.
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(b) Buffer playtime evolution over time.
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Fig. 3. Client behavior with context awareness, without context awareness, and optimal
behavior (W).
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(mainly with layer = 2), especially around the outage occurrence, which here
starts and ends at 200 s and 400 s, respectively. Having downloaded lower HAS
layers in the “with context” case, the buffer of the client is fuller in terms of
playtime than it would have been if higher HAS layers had been downloaded
instead. The impact on QoE for all cases is also presented in Fig. 3d, where we
can see that even a single stalling event of a few seconds’ duration has a signifi-
cantly deteriorating impact on the perceived QoE, as compared to the selection
of lower HAS layers. QoE values per strategy follow the trend of layer selection:
this is why the “context case” at some periods reveals higher QoE than the
“optimal” case (the former requests more layer 3 segments before the outage).

Comparing now the enhanced HAS strategy with the optimal strategy, we
observe that the latter does a better job in selecting higher quality layers (espe-
cially layer 2 segments) up to the point of the outage start. The reason is that
the optimal strategy has full awareness of the future network conditions and
thus, can take more informed decisions that lead to the highest layer selection
with zero stalling risk.

3.2 Required Advance Time Estimation (“Context Time”)

Next, we study how the outage duration influences the required advance time,
tadv and present the results in Fig. 4 (mean and standard deviation). We observe
an intuitively expected trend, i.e. that the user needs to initiate the proactive
HAS strategy earlier for longer outage durations (i.e. a higher tadv is required).
In this way, the user has more time to buffer sufficient playtime. Moreover,
the standard deviation follows the same trend, indicating higher uncertainty
for longer outages. The required advance time strongly depends on the achieved
data rate per user, which for the purposes of simulation is a result of the network
traces and bandwidth factor.
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Fig. 4. The minimum required advance time (tadv) to avoid a stalling event during an
outage.
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3.3 Comparison of Different Strategies

Next we perform a study with respect to the availability of bandwidth, in order
to evaluate how HAS performs in bandwidth-challenging scenarios. Since we use
real traces as input information about the data rates in the network, we can
indirectly enforce a network congestion by multiplying the measured bandwidth
with the aforementioned bandwidth factor.
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(a) With context awareness: Minimum required advance time (tadv) to avoid a stalling
event in light of an outage event of 150sec for various bandwidth factors.
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(b) Without context awareness: Stalling probability for various bandwidth factors.

Fig. 5. Simulation results for various bandwidth factors with and without context
awareness.

The purpose of the first study with regard to the bandwidth factor is to
investigate how it influences the minimum advance time tadv in the case of con-
text awareness, and how it influences the stalling probability in the conventional
context unaware case. The results are presented in Fig. 5. As demonstrated in
Fig. 5a, for very low data rates (e.g. a bandwidth factor of 0.2), the minimum
required advance time gets higher, as the user would need a much greater time-
margin to proactively fill the buffer in light of the outage, because the network
is heavily congested. Moreover, the uncertainty in this case is also very high,
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a conclusion that we have seen at the previous section as well. On the con-
trary, the more relaxed the network conditions, the higher the margin for an
early notification about the outage, while this practically gets zero seconds (i.e.,
no notification is needed) when the network conditions are very relaxed (band-
width factor = 1). Similar conclusions are drawn for the context-unaware case
with regard to the stalling probabilities for different bandwidth factors, namely
the less this factor, the higher the stalling probability, as expected (Fig. 5b).

Next, we compare the behaviour of the three different types of the optimal
strategy (i.e. cases W/W+S/W+S+A, as described in Sect. 2.2) both among
them, but also with the context-aware strategy. In Figs. 6a–d, the percentage
of time spent on each of the three layers as well as the resulting number of
switches are presented per strategy. All four strategies follow a similar trend as
bandwidth availability increases, that is higher and higher layer 3 segments are
selected, while lower and lower layer 1 segments are selected. With respect to
layer 2 segments, the behaviour is different when the bandwidth factor changes
from 0.25 to 0.5 (increasing layer 2 selection) from when it changes from 0.5 to
1 (decreasing layer 2 selection). Note that a bandwidth factor of 0.25 represents
very high congestion and a bandwidth factor of 1 represents very low congestion.

Another interesting observation is that strategy W+S+A “avoids” layer 2
segments almost completely. The reason behind that is that layer 2 in W+S+A
is mostly used as a “transition step” to switch to layer 1 or layer 3, respecting
the objective to keep the altitude of two sequential layers as low as possible.
Equation (10) gives the same priority to staying at the same layer and to switch-
ing to a +1 or −1 layer. Perhaps, this is not necessarily the best action in terms
of QoE, but there is no complete HAS QoE model to be able to build the perfect
optimization function. However, the optimization goal of low altitude between
successive layers holds. On the contrary, strategy W+S has a tendency to select
many layer 2 segments, which is explained by its goal to minimize the switches
and thus operate at a stable but safe level. We have also tested a “W+A” opti-
mal strategy (not mentioned in Sect. 2.2), but this has been found to cause too
many quality switches; therefore it was not considered for further investigation.

It is important to note that no optimal strategy is considered “better” than
the other; They all represent how different optimization objectives behave under
varying bandwidth conditions. However, once a validated multi-parameter QoE
model for HAS becomes available in the future, the optimization problem could
be revisited.

In terms of quality switches caused, which is another important QoE impair-
ment factor, the context aware strategy and the optimal W strategy cause the
highest number of switches, since they do not take measures to prevent them
(see Fig. 6d). On the contrary, the optimal W+S and optimal W+S+A strate-
gies cause the least number of switches. Between the last two, W+S+A causes
more switches, as it puts equal priority to mitigating switches and keeping the
altitude of any switches at a low level.
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(a) Percentage of time spent on layer 1.

(b) Percentage of time spent on layer 2.

(c) Percentage of time spent on layer 3.
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for various bandwidth factors for the three optimal cases
W/W+S/W+S+A as well as the context-aware strategy.
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3.4 The Impact of Unreliability of Context Information

In this section we study how unreliability in the context information influences
the probability of having a stalling event. In other words, we study how risky
the proactive HAS strategy is to lead to a stalling, when accurate information
about the outage starting point is missing or when it is impossible to have this
information on time.

For the purposes of this experiment, we assume that the buffer of the user
is not limited, and therefore the user will continue to download as many bits
as its connectivity to the base station allows. As a consequence, the starting
point of the outage plays an important role, since the further away it is from the
vehicle’s current location, the fuller the buffer of the client will be under normal
circumstances up to that point. Thus, also the stalling probability will be lower.
Overall, this study evaluates to what extent an unexpected outage is mapped to
a stalling probability.

The results under this perspective are presented in Fig. 7. As expected, the
further away the outage, the less the stalling probability. However, it might
be more meaningful to conduct the same study assuming a limited buffer size
of the client’s application, which is a more realistic assumption. In that case,
we would expect that the starting point of the outage would not play such a
crucial role, but the maximum size of the buffer would. Note that a normal
value for an upper threshold in the number of buffered segments would be 50
segments. However, this study still provides some insights about the impact of
unexpectancy regarding the outage starting point.
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Fig. 7. The impact of the outage starting point on the stalling probability.

Next, we would like to investigate what happens if the context information
is not communicated to the client as 100% accurate or, similarly, if it is not
communicated early enough in advance (so it is accurately communicated but
with some delay). Specifically, we assume that the information about the tadv
deviates from its mean value, as this was estimated in Sect. 3.2. This mean value
is considered to represent a “0% deviation” in the following figures. From Figs. 8a
and b, which represent the stalling probability and stalling duration respectively,
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we draw two main conclusions. Firstly, we confirm that the mean values of tadv
are not enough to prevent a stalling, due to the fact that standard deviations
have not been taken into account. In fact, as presented in Sect. 3.2, the standard
deviations are higher for larger outage lengths and thus we observe higher stalling
probabilities for the 0% values (compare the three plots per figure).

A second important conclusion, which is the emphasis of this simulation
study, is that a potential uncertainty in this context information can lead to
inevitable stallings. This is interpreted both in terms of stalling probabilities
and stalling lengths. This emphasizes the need for accurate and timely context
information, which also takes into account statistical metrics such as the stan-
dard deviation.
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Fig. 8. Stalling effects when tadv deviates from its mean value.

4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a novel proactive HAS strategy has been proposed and evalu-
ated, demonstrating significant benefits as compared to the current approaches
in terms of QoE and meaningful KPIs such as stalling probability. The proposed
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strategy can successfully help prevent stallings at the client’s HAS application
during network coverage problems. The “cost to pay” is the collection and sig-
nalling of context information, which could however be realistically implemented;
therefore its adoption in a real network should not be difficult.

Even though this work focused on outage conditions of zero bandwidth, we
could easily extend this solution to a more general problem where bandwidth
may be insufficient (but not zero). Similarly, the same problem could be adjusted
for cases of an imminent service disruption such as a handover, where the afore-
mentioned HAS strategy can help prevent stallings during the disruption period
(i.e. the handover period). This may become possible by exploiting handover-
hinting information, a priori. In this way, the user will be better prepared for a
potential interruption in his viewing experience.

It would be also interesting as future work to study a scenario of more than
one mobile video streaming users using HAS, and investigate how the decisions
of one user potentially affect the others. Stability and fairness issues, together
with QoE analysis would be of great interest in this case.

Finally, as a general comment, we would like to point out that this work
could be revisited once a standard QoE model for HAS becomes available. In
that case, we could have the opportunity not only to produce a more accurate
optimization problem, but also to enhance the proposed HAS strategy, focusing
on the key factors that mostly influence the end-users’ QoE.
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